
Your Role 

You will be working as part of a small stimulating 

reporting directly to the CEO.  You will be responsible for the end to end management of 

sector, or other sectors such as agriculture, health, electricity which can benefit from ICTs)

writing, budget monitoring, to ensuring all deadlines are met with 

be responsible for thought leadership 

from the point of research design.   

 

What we look for 

• A minimum of 5 years of experience 

positions 

• Masters or PhD in statistics, economics, engineering, business, law or a related field 

• Academic excellence, as evidenced through a

degree or a GPA higher than 3.0 out of 4.0

evidence of experience and attitude

• Exceptional written and oral communication abilities

• Strong analytic skills with experience in statistical 

• Proficient with Excel and PowerPoint 

 

What we Offer  

• Remuneration package that is competitive and offering significant (additional) earning opportunities

• Stimulating environment, working alongside 

• International exposure from working on cross

• Supportive environment for career

opportunity to build your own perso

 

How to apply 

Submit a detailed CV (no more than four pages), phone/email contacts of two non

speak on your relevant experience/abilities, to 

2014. The subject of the email should be

be replaced with your given name and surname WITHOUT INITIALS; e.g. “Researcher

to the high volume of applications expected, only candidates who are selected for a first round interview will 

have their applications acknowledged and contacted.

 

You will be working as part of a small stimulating team consisting of different disciplines and experiences

You will be responsible for the end to end management of research projects

sector, or other sectors such as agriculture, health, electricity which can benefit from ICTs)

, to ensuring all deadlines are met with the support of the rest of the team. You will 

thought leadership on your project and perform conceptual and analytical tasks

experience in consulting, research, project management or other analytical 

in statistics, economics, engineering, business, law or a related field  

Academic excellence, as evidenced through a minimum second class upper grading for 

degree or a GPA higher than 3.0 out of 4.0 (Gaps in academic performance may be compensated by 

evidence of experience and attitude) 

Exceptional written and oral communication abilities  

Strong analytic skills with experience in statistical modelling and analysis 

PowerPoint (Knowledge of SPSS/STATA will be highly desirable)

Remuneration package that is competitive and offering significant (additional) earning opportunities

Stimulating environment, working alongside high-calibre colleagues  

International exposure from working on cross-country projects with significant foreign travel 

Supportive environment for career progression including training and developing specialist areas

pportunity to build your own personal brand 

Submit a detailed CV (no more than four pages), phone/email contacts of two non-related references who can 

speak on your relevant experience/abilities, to hr@lirneasia.net by midnight (Sri Lanka time) 

. The subject of the email should be: Research Manager_2014_YOURNAME (where “YOURNAME” should 

be replaced with your given name and surname WITHOUT INITIALS; e.g. “Researcher_2014_ John Smith”). Due 

olume of applications expected, only candidates who are selected for a first round interview will 

have their applications acknowledged and contacted. 

Wanted: Research 

Manager to complete 

our Collage 

different disciplines and experiences, 

esearch projects (ICT 

sector, or other sectors such as agriculture, health, electricity which can benefit from ICTs) from proposal 

the support of the rest of the team. You will 

conceptual and analytical tasks, starting 

or other analytical 

grading for a Bachelor’s 

Gaps in academic performance may be compensated by 

ill be highly desirable) 

Remuneration package that is competitive and offering significant (additional) earning opportunities 

significant foreign travel  

and developing specialist areas and 

related references who can 

midnight (Sri Lanka time) 20
th

 December 

(where “YOURNAME” should 

_ John Smith”). Due 

olume of applications expected, only candidates who are selected for a first round interview will 

Research 

Manager to complete 



About Us 

LIRNEasia (www.lirneasia.net) is a pro poor, pro market policy and regulation think tank working across South 

Asia, South East Asia and the Pacific Islands.  We maintain a physical presence in Colombo. Our work is 

enhanced by our dynamic group of research and policy fellows across the emerging Asia Pacific. We generate 

and disseminate actionable knowledge for reforms in various hard and soft infrastructure sectors through 

applied research, advocacy, training and advisory assistance.  Our primary audiences are, governments 

(including bilateral and multilateral development agencies), senior policy makers, and regulators, companies 

that provide infrastructure services and the media.  


